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Preface

Educational Neuroscience and the Double Entendre
As you read the following words, jot down or at least notice the meanings that
automatically come to your mind. Ready? Here is the list: attention, plastic, enrichment,
and concept. If you are a teacher, you may think of attention as a socially mediated
process or of moments in a classroom when children lack it due to either pathology
or boredom. Like a tax, it must be minded and paid. If you are a neuroscientist, you
are likely to wonder what kind of attention (spatial, selective, orienting, or perceiving)
and related to which cognitive process (response inhibition, cognitive control) are
we talking about? The word “plastic” may bring images of picnic silverware or
possibly your ID. Plastic is a noun, an adjective, and an artificial and sometimes
toxic substance but also a fundamental functional characteristic of the body’s most
precious and necessary organ, the brain.
“Enrichment” is a word used to describe some programs for gifted students or
something extra that teachers add to curriculum when the basics are mastered. It also
describes the means by which Marian Diamond discovered that the brains of rats
grew more robust dendritic connections when allowed to live in more physically
complex environments, and that these connections change dramatically and quickly
under different circumstances. Teachers hear the word “concept” and seek to link
fact-based information in one domain (the quadratic equation, the parts of speech,
cycles of war, photosynthesis, iambic pentameter, harmony) to another using “system”
or “pattern” to link them and create higher-level meaning and deeper, more persistent
learning. Neuroscientists hear the same word (“concept”) and think of “chair,”
“face,” “tool,” and “house,” which are some of the most basic functional elements
detected in areas of the brain’s visual system by the early application of functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Herein lies the story. The fields of education
and neuroscience are crossing paths on the street, starting to dance, stopping to stare
in each other’s windows, and even looking for the occasional blue light special.
We’re interested, intrigued, nervous, and cautiously aware that we are in the age
where we can observe learning and performance from the outside and from the inside.
v
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These four seemingly simple words (attention, plastic, enrichment, concept)
cascade in one’s mind toward vastly different meanings depending on whether
you are an educator or a neuroscientist. Fortunately, due to the early crossings of
these fields and exchanges between and among renowned and hearty scholars
such as Michael Posner, Stanislas Dehaene, Usha Goswami, Brian Butterworth,
and others, we find ourselves, today, in this place of unintended double entendre.
Here, the real work begins. The coin flips. Are there useful concepts within
domains such as reading and mathematics that readily lend themselves to examination by neuroscience? How do you represent the true nature of learning in an
artificial setting like a laboratory? The complexity of a classroom is daunting to the
cognitive neuroscientist wanting to pare down a process to its ramparts. The restraints
of this exercise to an educator are wholly unrecognizable as learning. What are
we to do?
This volume is an attempt to enter the space of this double entendre between
neuroscience and education on behalf of learners in the earliest parts of life, the time
where informal processes of learning (imitation, emotional attachment and security,
and social interaction) shape an individual and turn them toward the formal processes
of school. In essence, early childhood is time of free-range learning and discovery.
School, at its best, retains these qualities while introducing the structures, skills, and
knowledge of disciplines. As fast as neuroscience is making discoveries in the lab,
we, as humans, are eager to understand new knowledge and attempt ways to apply
it to better the human condition. Education is a natural consumer. The fact that this
knowledge advances at such a breathtaking pace, and that in our enthusiasm it ends up
extended far beyond itself, challenges us to simultaneously negotiate ourselves out
of the double entendre. We need to access each other’s vocabulary and begin to
establish a shared vocabulary. We need a set of ethics, knowledge, and first principles
(OECD-CERI, 2007; Tomlinson & Kalbfleisch, 1998) that will keep us from the
early adoption of myth and understand that nearly every new finding will be vulnerable to this possibility due to the subjective nature of our own minds and natural
tendencies to predict and pattern-find.
Indeed, early cognitive neuroscience research aimed at education and the
attempt to remediate basic processes such as how the brain reads (Temple et al.,
2003) or multitasks (McNab et al., 2009) show that intervention changes the
brain and changes behavior. The brain is plastic; it is designed to respond to
experience. One would hope to observe changes in these instances, and science
has shown that we do. The gold standard of this plastic change, however, has yet
to be measured. Do these changes lead to higher achievement, social success,
and quality of life? What are the gains beyond increased metabolism in specific
areas of the cortex and a better response time from the learner? Will these technologies become the heart of enrichment, remediation, or cognitive enhancement
(Kalbfleisch, 2012)?
Yet, neuroimaging has already given us confirmation of a few ways in which
contributions from these methods will spur paradigm shifts across education,
society, and medicine. First, exercise is one of the single best things we can do
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for ourselves; it influences the efficiency of autonomic and neurochemical
processes in the body and preserves the life and function of gray matter in certain
parts of the brain that support memory across life (Erickson et al., 2011). Second,
neuroimaging has shown us that the brains of bullies experience basic emotional
processes differently (Viding, McCrory, Blakemore, & Frederickson, 2011) but also
that a picture of a pathological process in a single individual predicts nothing
(a neuroscientist who studies psychopaths measured that identical functional
profile in himself despite the fact that he experienced a good upbringing and lives
a productive, well-respected life). Finally, neuroimaging has also shown us that
comatose individuals can and do respond in their minds to requests to imagine
themselves performing different types of tasks (Coleman et al., 2007). Like Alice
through the looking glass, we can measure the differential nature of the biological
systems that give rise to behavior. In a 2008 article designed as a neuroprimer for
education researchers, I call the nervous system an “endogenous heuristic,” our
template for understanding the nature of learning that is present in each one of us
(Kalbfleisch, 2008).
The issues of learning in early childhood, how nature and nurture contribute to
early skill development and individual differences, and the impact of extreme
environmental factors on learning (poverty, emotional neglect) are just some of the
questions being tackled by public policy, programming, education, and neuroscience research alike. Approaching from separate paradigms, we are interested in the
same issues and the same gains in young lives. As much as the vocabularies of
neuroanatomy and the methods of neuroscience are important to understand, so,
too, are the research methodologies and the nature of the statistics used to examine
the noisy signal in the brain. Most people do not realize that most of the computational
power leveraged for data analysis is designed to quiet the irrelevant and prominent
noise in the signal data we acquire during a brain scan more than to enhance meaningful signal. We seek simply to detect it. Most neuroscientists do not realize that
teachers also seek to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio in a classroom to optimize
learning. Teachers are engineers and experimentalists every day, but how they
are currently trained does not propel them to see the profession in that regard. The
methods of education researchers (action research, ethnography, and other qualitative methods) properly paired with neuroscience in the research enterprise will give
deeper explanatory power and avenues for translation and application. Educators
and neuroscientists have the same goal, to better understand both individual and
social levels of learning and to master the transformative power to assess and characterize meaningful learning. The advent of educational neuroscience provides a new
way to storyboard our efforts into the same space and onto the same page. This
volume provides several avenues into that space and onto that page on behalf of
learning in early childhood.
Krasnow Institute for Advanced Study and
College of Education and Human Development
George Mason University, Fairfax, VA, USA

Layne Kalbfleisch, M.Ed., Ph.D.
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